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24 HOURS
In the fourth in a series about the CSO,
Dr Michael Tatchell speaks to Vanessa San Jose,
Senior Customer Service Operator in Rowville, and
Kathy Lambropoulos, a Key Account Manager with
Symbion, to help illustrate the lengths to which
the wholesalers will go to ensure medicines make it
to pharmacies—and to patients—within 24 hours of
the pharmacy’s order cut-off time.

I

From the left: Senior customer service
operator at Sigma, Vanessa San Jose,
customer service manager at Sigma,
Sandra Jones.

t’s not unusual for Vanessa San
Jose to receive a call from a
customer requiring an urgent
order—whether it’s morphine for
a nursing home patient in pain or
an unusual antibiotic which the
pharmacy doesn’t have in stock.
Part of a team of 50 customer
service officers at Sigma, Vanessa
spends most of her day on the phone
to pharmacies—taking orders,
answering queries and checking
medicines are getting through.
She isn’t satisfied until she knows
every order placed by pharmacies
has arrived safely, on time and in full.
‘We contact our customers daily

to make sure they are satisfied
with their orders and they’ve
been received within a 24 hour
timeframe,’ Ms San Jose said.
‘We do it because we’re obligated
to—under the CSO—but mostly
we do it because it’s important to
us. We know how critical it is that
community pharmacy can rely on
us to get their medicines delivered
on time and without extra costs,
particularly our customers in rural
or remote locations.
‘Pharmacists depend on us, and
patients rightly expect that they will
be able to access the medicines they
need when they’re sick, so we work
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very closely with our operations team
and go the extra mile if required to
find a solution to any supply issue.’
Never was this more apparent
than when Vanessa took an order
from a customer in Sale, a city
of approximately 13,000 people
located in the Gippsland region of
Victoria, last year.
‘The pharmacy required a product
quite urgently for a patient in
remission,’ she said.
‘It was a cold-chain product and
because of circumstances which
were out of our control I knew if I
submitted the order via the normal
channels there was no way we’d be
able to get it to the pharmacy within
24 hours.’
For Ms San Jose, it seemed only
natural to do everything in her
power to get the product to the
pharmacy on time.
‘So I had the product packed,
jumped in my car and drove roughly
200kms from the warehouse to
Sale to deliver it to the pharmacy
myself,’ she said.
To Ms San Jose, her actions
reflect the spirit that underpins the
work of the wholesalers within the
CSO framework.
‘The pharmacist was extremely
grateful for my actions but I didn’t
feel like I’d done anything others
in the industry wouldn’t have

s Vanessa San Jose fielding calls from
pharmacists (above left), and the Sigma
warehouse (above).

n ‘I had the product pAcked, jumped in my car
and drove roughly 200kms from the warehouse
to sale to deliver it to the pharmacy’
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done. When it’s something that’s
so important to people I wouldn’t
hesitate to do it again,’ she said.
‘It’s very satisfying to go home at
the end of the day knowing you’ve
helped and you’re part of a system
that is vital to the health care of so
many people.’
Much like Bruce Hawthorne’s
endeavours during the recent flood
emergency in Queensland (see AJP
May 2013), Vanessa’s actions to ‘go
the extra mile’ to get medicine to the
Sale pharmacy clearly demonstrates
the ends to which wholesalers will
go to ensure essential PBS medicines
get through to pharmacies and their
patients in a timely way.

Similarly, Kathy Lambropoulos
has seen countless examples of the
industry working together and going
above and beyond for patient care.
Originally a customer service
officer and now working as a key
account manager for Symbion, Mrs
Lambropoulos saw firsthand the
efforts of the wholesalers during
the bushfires in Tasmania at the
beginning of the year.

‘As you would expect, pharmacies
in the affected areas were inundated
with patients with diverse needs
but because they were without
electricity the pharmacies were
unable to place electronic orders,’
Mrs Lambropoulos said.
‘Instead, they sent urgent orders
to their account managers via text
message and staff then went to our
warehouse over the weekend to pick
the items themselves and arrange
delivery via boat.’
Despite these efforts, Mrs
Lambropoulos highlighted that the
CSO was important to pharmacies
every day—not just in the event of
adverse circumstances.
‘During disasters such as floods
and fires the important role the CSO
plays becomes particularly noticeable,
but pharmacies and the wholesalers
which support them go to great
lengths to get important medicines to
patients every single day, she said.
‘Sometimes it might be something
as simple as an order not being
placed properly which puts pressure
on a delivery but, no matter what
the situation is, everyone comes
together to ensure the timely
delivery of medicines is honoured
because we know it’s important
to pharmacists and important to
people’s wellbeing.
‘The CSO guarantees a service
level that is critical to patient care,
but it’s much more than a funding
agreement—it’s a promise where
the industry works together to
help pharmacists care for their
communities.’ n
*Dr Michael Tatchell recently retired
after 27 years as director, Health
Economics with the Pharmacy Guild
of Australia. He was a core member
of the Guild’s negotiating team
for all five Community Pharmacy
Agreements. Readers will remember
Dr Tatchell as this Journal’s
longstanding Health Economics
columnist.

